Level VI The Prophet Moses Takes “Marrianna” On Sacred
Journey’s Through Higher Dimensions
11. “Messages From the Rain”
Beloved Moses and “Marrianna”
Beloved Moses, Please come and share with me this morning your
Loving Sacred, Divine, Healing, and Wisdom.
“Greetings my Child, I Feel your Body has more Energy flowing
through you today, does it not? You are on your way to recovery. Pay no
attention to your ups and downs, just keep going as you have done with
your Spiritual journey. Know your Physical Health and Spiritual journey
are intermingled.
“You need your Physical Body to be in balance for your Spiritual
Body to move forward, all must be in balance, must it not? As you follow
through with your Commitment to improve your Health and Life by
moving your focus to yourself instead of others you open Gateways for
your Children, Family, Friends and Humanity to do the same more easily,
Just as all others before you have done. Always Remember you are all
One, are you not?”
Moses holds my arm and I Know we’re going to other Dimensions. I
am filled with His Blissful Energy and Healing Light.
“I have a surprise for you this day,” Moses says.
I don’t have much time to ponder what He might be planning when I
See water every way I turn. It is pouring rain all around us but we are not
getting wet. Moses smiles and says nothing.
“Worry not and observe.” I hear the rain sending me messages. I
can hardly believe my Ears as the message continues.
“I communicate with you and All Humanity, but as you say, you do
not have Ears to hear, little one.” Beloved Moses is walking me through
New Doorways. He says, “So you can open the Doorways for the
multitudes, as you told the Great Divine Creator you would do.”

“Know that what happens to One Happens to All! Some have
walked the High Road, some have walked the Low Road But All have
benefited from All Experiences they have had and that others have had.
Remember the Compassion you had for your Son when he was in prison?
You Knew you could not have handled that lower energy Being a
Sensitive. There are many Sensitive people on Planet Earth at this time.
None of these are in prison for they did not contract to Experience that
Knowing they could not live through the direct contact with that much
negativity and live through it. Notice the different levels that live on
Planet Earth at this time that Believe in ‘Their God and Their Belief.’ They
Feel that their way is the only way to reach the Great Divine Creator. All
roads lead there, some are simply quicker and easier. Know that no one
will be left behind. All will be washed clean of All distorted Belief
imposed upon them during their life experiences, so they can take on the
New Human Template that will usher in ‘Heaven of Earth’, as you call it.”
“No Pain and Suffering, no War, no Killing, no Competition, no Fear,
no Judgment, no Unworthiness, no Feeling of Being Alone, for All will
Remember who they are and what this Earth Experiment was all about.
Great Joy will fill All your Hearts to know the Important Part Each One of
you have Played in this wonderful Game that you Played on Earth.”
“Many of you will Choose to be Great Story Tellers on different
Planets about what it was like to live on Planet Earth and All will have
Ears to Hear. You will have a Special Aura that will be with you for all
time and eternity so wherever you go, others will know of your great
opportunity to experience the Good, the Bad and the Ugly as you call it.”
“Moses says, “Now take a deep Breath and relax as the Water/Rain
will cleanse and wash away the Remembrance and Debris from your third
Dimensional Belief systems, so that you may Blend and Merge totally into
your New Human Template that you have been given.”
I could Feel the warm rain water begin with a slow cool mist that got
warmer and stronger and stronger. I could Feel Moses squeeze my arm
and I turned to see He was getting wet also.
He smiled and said, “We are One.”

Tears filled our Eyes and Joy filled us both! I Knew my New Journey
was Beginning to End. I heard Moses say, “Worry Not my Child I will walk
with you always.”
I wondered if I was just dreaming All this.
Moses shared, “No, my Child your Earth Experiences were all dreams
in the Illusion of Separation as the game plan was designed. All Humanity
were Masters before they agreed to Come to Earth and Play the Game in
Duality and Polarity and forget who they Truly were. All have been veiled
so they Could participate in the Game. If not, as Masters, you would have
seen it was a Game and immediately not played in the lower Vibrations.
All Volunteered to come to Earth and play the game. No one was Sent
here against their will. For many were called but few were chosen, but
that is another Story. Go this day in Peace.”
I closed my Eyes and I was home!
“Peace Be With You! I am Moses.”
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